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Abstract (192/200 word limit): 32 

Purpose of review: This review aims to discuss the most recent evidence identifying the presence of 33 

distinct white adipocyte subpopulations in white adipose tissue (WAT) and how these may be 34 

altered with increasing adiposity and/or metabolic disease. We conceptualise how changes in 35 

adipocyte subpopulations may contribute to alterations in WAT function and the development of 36 

metabolic diseases such as type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) 37 

and cardiovascular disease (CVD).  38 

Recent findings: Studies utilising novel analytical approaches support the existence of distinct white 39 

adipocyte subpopulations in both human and murine WAT. Adipocyte subtypes are potentially 40 

functionally distinct and may have different roles in WAT function and obesity-associated metabolic 41 

diseases. 42 

Summary: The exploration of white adipocyte heterogeneity using novel analytical technologies, has 43 

unveiled a new layer of complexity in the study of WAT biology. Interrogation of potential functional 44 

differences between adipocyte subpopulations and their role in the function of different WAT 45 

depots is now needed. Through understanding the mechanisms regulating white adipocyte subtype 46 

development and potential pathophysiological consequences of changes in the presence of 47 

adipocyte subpopulations, studies could provide novel therapeutic targets for the treatment of 48 

T2DM, NAFLD and CVD.  49 
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Introduction  56 

Besides serving as a storage depot for energy substrates, white adipose tissue (WAT) is an endocrine 57 

organ that contributes significantly to whole-body energy metabolism and homeostasis. It is the 58 

excessive accumulation of WAT that defines obesity, and WAT dysfunction is thought to link obesity 59 

to a host of metabolic complications. At a population level, obesity is an independent risk factor for 60 

multiple metabolic diseases including type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) 1, non-alcoholic fatty liver 61 

disease (NAFLD) 2and cardiovascular disease (CVD) 3. Obesity-associated alterations in WAT function 62 

are thought to reflect an impairment in WAT plasticity and are thought to contribute to the 63 

development and progression of metabolic diseases 4,5. Adipocytes are the major cell type found 64 

within WAT, however, multiple other cell types including immune cells, mesenchymal 65 

progenitor/stem cells and preadipocytes are also present and collectively form the stromal vascular 66 

fraction (SVF) of WAT (i.e. cell types within WAT that are not mature adipocytes). Furthermore, 67 

whilst not discussed here, the function and mass of another type of adipose tissue (brown adipose 68 

tissue), which is known to have an important role in maintaining body temperature during cold 69 

exposure, has also been suggested to contribute to obesity-associated metabolic diseases (as 70 

reviewed in 6).  71 

One approach that has been used to explore and identify changes in WAT function is via the 72 

exploration of whole-tissue gene expression profiles using RNA sequencing (RNAseq) which enables 73 

researchers to identify the presence and quantity of RNA in biological samples. Advances in RNAseq 74 

technologies over the last decade have facilitated the exploration of gene expression profiles at the 75 

level of single cells (scRNAseq). Such advances have consequently permitted the identification and 76 

further exploration of WAT SVF cell populations in both physiological and obesity-associated 77 

pathophysiological settings 7. However, the exploration of white adipocyte (which herein will be 78 

referred to only as adipocytes) heterogeneity has only recently become possible and is rejuvenating 79 

the way we view this previously considered uniform cell type. Indeed, multiple adipocyte 80 

subpopulations have now been identified within both abdominal subcutaneous (SAT) and visceral 81 



(VAT) WAT. This builds on previous observations of the appearance of morphologically distinct 82 

adipocytes in WAT depots that also appear functionally intermediate between white and brown 83 

adipocytes (i.e. so called ‘beige’ adipocytes) 8. It is plausible that changes in the presence of 84 

adipocyte subpopulations and their function contribute to the known association between WAT 85 

dysfunction and metabolic disease. In this review, we focus on recent emerging evidence that 86 

demonstrates the existence of distinct adipocyte subpopulations within WAT in both humans and in 87 

murine models. We also highlight how specific adipocyte subtypes may be particularly relevant with 88 

increasing adiposity and metabolic diseases such as T2DM, NAFLD and CVD and provide some 89 

thoughts for future studies.  90 

The existence of white adipocyte subpopulations  91 

Earlier work demonstrated that SAT in both humans and mice is functionally distinct compared to 92 

VAT and VAT is more closely associated with metabolic disease risk9. More recently studies on 93 

human WAT using scRNAseq 10 and murine WAT using single-cell proteomics 11, have demonstrated 94 

depot-specific differences in WAT SVF cell populations that likely contribute to differences in tissue 95 

function and response to metabolic demand. The emergence and application of novel analytical 96 

techniques have facilitated the exploration of adipocyte populations at a single-cell level; something 97 

which was previously unachievable due to the fragility of highly lipid-laden adipocytes making them 98 

incompatible with single-cell separation and sorting strategies 12. In order to overcome this, rather 99 

than sequencing a whole cell, RNA within nuclei isolated from WAT can be sequenced via single-100 

nuclei RNAseq (snRNAseq) consequently enabling the transcriptomic profiling of single adipocytes. 101 

The technical differences, advantages, and limitations of single-cell and snRNAseq for the study of 102 

WAT biology have been recently described in detail by Yang et al. 13.  103 

Historically, unilocular adipocytes were considered to be uniform in both form and function, 104 

however, we now appreciate that this somewhat simplistic view is likely inaccurate. Multiple 105 

snRNAseq studies have identified adipocyte subpopulations within murine and human WAT depots 106 



12,14-17 (Table 1). In line with earlier findings identifying the presence of distinct adipocyte 107 

subpopulations in epididymal WAT from lean and obese male mice 14, human abdominal SAT was 108 

also found to predominantly consist of two distinct subclasses of adipocytes 15. The first subclass 109 

referred to as AdipoLEP (due to a high expression of the leptin-producing gene) was found to have an 110 

enriched expression for genes encoding proteins involved in cell-cell matricellular interactions (TNS1 111 

and SPTBN1) and modifiers of leptin signalling/secretion (PTPN11 and DDR2) 15. In contrast, the 112 

second subclass referred to as AdipoPLIN (due to a high expression of lipid droplet proteins, perilipin-1 113 

and -4) had an enriched expression of genes involved in glucose and lipid metabolism as well as 114 

adiponectin secretion 15. Through implementing novel approaches that enabled the authors to 115 

identify the location of each adipocyte subclass within WAT samples, subclasses AdipoPLIN and 116 

AdipoLEP  were found to colocalise whilst having a reciprocal expression pattern for genes involved in 117 

triglyceride (TAG) biosynthesis and hydrolysis (highly expressed in AdipoPLIN and underrepresented in 118 

AdipoLEP). Thus, it is possible that anatomically related subpopulations of adipocytes may have 119 

functionally different roles in lipid handling within the same WAT depot 15. This study also identified 120 

a third less abundant adipocyte subclass (AdipoSAA) characterised by a distinct expression of retinol-121 

binding proteins. The authors speculate that AdipoSAA may have a particular role in the modulation of 122 

WAT inflammation 15. Additional studies are warranted to explore the role of adipocyte subtypes in 123 

the regulation of tissue inflammation in the context of obesity-associated WAT dysfunction. 124 

Using snRNAseq, Emont and colleagues detected 7 distinct adipocyte subpopulations within paired 125 

human abdominal SAT and VAT biopsies and noted strong depot-specific associations of adipocyte 126 

subtypes 12. Compared to VAT, the presence of adipocyte subpopulations in SAT that were 127 

associated with a higher expression of genes involved in TAG biosynthesis, fatty acid desaturation 128 

and lipogenesis12. Whilst yet to be explored, it is possible that such depot-specific differences in 129 

adipocyte subtypes are a contributing factor to the established depot-specific differences in lipid 130 

handling and metabolism. Interestingly, whilst some similarities in the types of adipocyte 131 

subpopulations in mouse models were observed, there was an absence of depot-specific subtype 132 



enrichment as seen in humans 12. Whilst other SVF cell types may have a good cross-species 133 

concordance, the authors suggested that adipocytes in mice do not appear to map clearly to human 134 

adipocyte subpopulations 12. Thus, caution should be exercised when attempting to extrapolate 135 

findings from studies exploring adipocyte subtypes in murine models to humans, at least until the 136 

clinical relevance of findings from pre-clinical models has also been confirmed in human 137 

tissues/cells.  138 

A recent study has demonstrated that the quality of adipocyte transcriptomic profiling may be 139 

improved by using full-length snRNAseq which results in an enhanced gene coverage that may 140 

permit more accurate profiling and identification of adipocyte subtypes within WAT 16. This work 141 

also suggested that full-length snRNAseq of whole human SAT facilitated the identification of distinct 142 

adipocyte subpopulations whilst scRNAseq using isolated adipocytes from the same sample failed to 143 

identify any distinct subpopulations. This highlighted that the latter approach may not be 144 

appropriate for the identification of adipocyte subtypes 16. It is also important to consider that 145 

studies using snRNAseq are marked with inherent transcript enrichment and detection bias since 146 

nuclear transcripts do not represent the total transcriptome of a single cell. This has recently been 147 

explored and a potential normalisation strategy has been proposed with the aim of removing such 148 

technical detection biases 17. 149 

Changes in white adipocyte subpopulations with increasing 150 

adiposity and in metabolic disease 151 

We have highlighted evidence from snRNAseq studies supporting the existence of distinct adipocyte 152 

subtypes and potential depot-specific differences in the same individuals. However, are these 153 

subtypes altered with increasing adiposity and/or in obesity-associated metabolic diseases? Indeed, 154 

some evidence now suggests that shifts in the proportion of specific adipocyte subpopulations occur 155 

in parallel with increasing markers of adiposity and/or in the presence of metabolic disease (Table 156 



1). In male mice, high-fat diet-induced obesity resulted in a shift from lipogenic to lipid-scavenging 157 

and stressed adipocytes with a particular downregulation of lipogenic genes in epidydimal WAT 158 

compared to lean (chow diet fed) controls 14. Integrative analyses of spatially resolved and scRNAseq 159 

SAT transcriptomic data from women indicated that the presence of adipocytes with a high 160 

expression of the gene encoding leptin,  LEP (AdipoLEP) was positively associated with body mass 161 

index (BMI), whilst those with a high expression of adiponectin and genes involved in glucose and 162 

lipid metabolism (AdipoPLIN) were inversely associated with BMI 15. This study also demonstrated that 163 

short-term exposure to insulin (following a hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp) induced a robust 164 

transcriptional response specifically in AdipoPLIN which also correlated with overall insulin sensitivity 165 

15. These findings could suggest that the capacity of WAT to respond to insulin is determined by the 166 

presence and function of a specific adipocyte subtype rather than the overall capacity of the depot 167 

to respond to insulin per se 15. Furthermore, these findings may indicate that shifts in adipocyte 168 

subpopulations with increasing adiposity may modify the secretion of adipokines which are known 169 

to be associated with metabolic diseases such as T2DM, NAFLD and CVD 18,19.  170 

In WAT, adipocytes were found to be the cell type most likely to mediate the association between 171 

cellular changes in SAT with the presence of T2DM adjusted for BMI 12. Specifically, only 1 adipocyte 172 

subtype (hAd7) in SAT was found to be associated with the presence of T2DM whilst only 173 

representing a small proportion (1%) of total adipocytes 12. Despite the potential function of hAd7 174 

being unclear, the presence of this subtype and its gene markers were found to be inversely 175 

associated with HOMA-IR, suggesting that changes in the presence of this subtype are linked to the 176 

development of T2DM and systemic insulin resistance 12. Adipocytes were also found to be most 177 

strongly associated with BMI-adjusted waist-to-hip ratio (a measure of WAT distribution) supporting 178 

the notion that the adipocyte subtypes are likely to be depot-specific. Although not statistically 179 

significant, changes in human SAT adipocytes were also found to be associated with high-density 180 

lipoprotein (HDL) concentrations 12. Similarly, the proportion of so-called ‘basal’ SAT adipocytes 181 

(hAd1) and changes in low-density lipoprotein (LDL) concentrations had a near-significant 182 



association and the expression of selective genes from this subtype (NRCAM, PCDH7, PEMT and 183 

VGLL3) were positively associated with LDL concentrations in humans 12. Such evidence could 184 

indicate that changes in the proportion and function of specific adipocyte subpopulations are 185 

associated with the development of a proatherogenic lipid profile however, this is yet to be 186 

explored. 187 

Despite the feasibility of using snRNAseq to interrogate adipocyte heterogeneity in WAT, it is 188 

important to consider that we do not yet understand the roles of different cell subpopulations on 189 

whole tissue function or on whole-body metabolic health. Exploring SVF WAT progenitor cell 190 

populations using scRNAseq, recent work has suggested that clustering in transcriptomic profiles 191 

was largely driven by the anatomical location of specific WAT depots (i.e. SAT vs VAT) 20.  Conversely, 192 

clustering in proteomic profiles highlighted functional differences between cell subtypes suggesting 193 

that integration of both scRNAseq and proteomics may be required to identify functional differences 194 

between WAT cell subtypes 20. Furthermore, the authors also report that the correlation between 195 

protein and corresponding transcript in WAT progenitor cell subgroups was influenced by both sex 196 

and depot 20. Similarly, ageing in mice has been shown to associate with depot-specific emergence of 197 

adipose progenitor cells that appear to lose adipogenic capacity, suggesting that the cellular 198 

composition of WAT (and potentially adipocytes) dynamically changes with ageing 21. However, 199 

whether or not similar observations extend to adipocytes, and/or whether adipocyte subtypes are 200 

altered with ageing and/or menopausal status is currently unknown and warrants further 201 

investigation. It is also unknown whether adipocyte subpopulations have differing susceptibility to 202 

cellular senescence (that aggravates WAT inflammation) and whether mechanisms accelerating 203 

adipocyte senescence, such as those recently identified by Lee and colleagues 22, impacts specific or 204 

all subpopulations. Furthermore, whilst efforts have been made to understand the difference in 205 

adipocyte subpopulations, currently, no information is available comparing these cells in SAT found 206 

within the upper (i.e. abdominal) and lower (i.e. gluteo-femoral) regions of the body. Similarly, 207 

whether adipocyte subpopulations are different between so-called ‘deep’ SAT and superficial or 208 



dermal SAT (the latter may be mistaken for ‘deep’ SAT during biopsy sampling, particularly in 209 

individuals with morbid obesity) has yet to be explored.  210 

Future perspectives and conclusion 211 

Whilst sparse, current evidence from both murine models and humans suggests that shifts in specific 212 

adipocyte subpopulations within WAT are more closely associated with changes in BMI and obesity-213 

associated metabolic dysfunction. Figure 1 illustrates schematically how alterations in adipocyte 214 

subpopulations within WAT may contribute to tissue dysfunction and an increased risk of 215 

cardiometabolic disease. Reductions in body weight (via dietary and/or lifestyle modifications or 216 

glucagon-like peptide 1 agonism) is known to reverse/treat metabolically unhealthy obesity-217 

associated WAT dysfunction and metabolic diseases such as those shown in figure 1. However, it is 218 

not known whether weight loss impacts the distribution and presence of adipocyte subpopulations 219 

within WAT and whether these changes subsequently contribute to improvements in tissue function 220 

and are metabolically beneficial. Similarly, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR)-γ 221 

agonists, such as pioglitazone, are thought to improve cardiometabolic health via the promotion of 222 

WAT expansion (adipogenesis) within subcutaneous depots 23,24.  One recent randomised placebo-223 

controlled trial suggested that the adipogenic effects of pioglitazone are more prominent in femoral 224 

(i.e. lower body) SAT compared to abdominal SAT in metabolically healthy obese women 24. Whether 225 

PPAR-γ agonists such as pioglitazone influence the distribution of adipocyte subpopulations with an 226 

increased lipid-handling capacity and whether these effects are depot-specific is currently unknown. 227 

The findings highlighting alterations in adipocyte subpopulations should be taken in context with 228 

those demonstrating the vast changes in SVF cellular populations that have also been shown to 229 

occur with obesity and associated metabolic diseases (as reviewed by 7). Interactions between 230 

adipocyte subtypes and dynamically changing SVF cell populations are likely to be depot-specific and 231 

influenced by sex and ageing and disease stage; creating a challenge when trying to explore WAT 232 

biology at a single-cell level. Furthermore, as recently mentioned 25, it may be possible that 233 



interconversion occurs from one adipocyte subpopulation to another. Whilst this may explain some 234 

of the previously described spatial relationships between subtypes 15, it potentially adds an 235 

additional layer of complexity to our understanding. Mechanistic studies exploring the transition of 236 

adipocyte subtypes will be crucial over the next few years. Our ability to understand the 237 

characteristics and functionality of WAT depots at a single-cell level (both spatially and temporally) is 238 

governed by the existence and availability of appropriate methodology. This area is in its infancy and 239 

much work is needed to enable us to understand if, how, where and when changes in adipocyte 240 

subpopulations contribute to functional changes in a given WAT depot. Technologies such as ‘Live-241 

seq’ may eventually facilitate the temporal transcriptomic recording of single adipocytes 26. Studies 242 

are now required to explore the relevance and role of specific adipocyte subtypes in the context of 243 

cardiometabolic diseases. It will be important for such studies to consider differences in WAT depots 244 

that may exist along with differences between sexes and with ageing. Developments in this area 245 

have the potential to drive forward novel therapeutic strategies for the targeted management of 246 

obesity-associated metabolic complications. 247 

 248 

Key Points 249 

• White adipose tissue (WAT) is an endocrine tissue that contributes significantly to whole-250 

body energy homeostasis and dysfunction of WAT that is thought to link obesity to a host of 251 

metabolic complications.  252 

• Recent studies utilising single-nuclei RNA sequencing have rejuvenated how we view white 253 

adipocytes via the identification of multiple different adipocyte subpopulations that appear 254 

to have distinct transcriptomic features. 255 

• The presence of specific adipocyte subtypes is associated with markers of adiposity and 256 

subtypes may have differing functional roles within WAT that are likely to be influenced by 257 

factors such as species, sex, and depot. 258 



• Alterations in the presence and function of adipocyte subtypes may contribute to 259 

metabolically unhealthy obesity-associated WAT dysfunction and subsequently drive the 260 

development of cardiometabolic diseases.  261 

 262 

 263 

  264 



Figure 1 – Obesity-associated alterations in adipocyte subpopulations may contribute to tissue 265 

dysfunction and an increased risk of cardiometabolic disease. Studies have suggested that obesity 266 

and/or metabolic dysfunctions such as T2DM and IR are associated with shifts in the proportions of 267 

specific adipocyte subpopulations. Such changes could be hypothesised to be a contributing factor 268 

behind the development of obesity-associated WAT dysfunction that typically manifests in increases 269 

AT inflammation, insulin resistance and alterations in adipokines. Consequently, these changes may 270 

be a risk factor for the development of various cardiometabolic diseases including T2DM, NAFLD and 271 

CVD. It is important to note that studies exploring changes in adipocyte subpopulations have 272 

predominantly explored SAT, more studies are required to confirm whether or not these changes are 273 

also observed in VAT. Figure was created using Biorender.com. 274 
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Table 1 - Recent studies identifying adipocyte subpopulations in human and/or murine WAT 278 
depots.  279 

Reference Species and 
details 

WAT Depot 
(sequencing 
technology) 

Adipocyte 
subpopulations 
identified 

Changes with obesity 
and/or associated 
metabolic disease 

Sárvári et 
al. 14  

Lean and 
obese male 
mice 

Epididymal 
(snRNAseq)  

Lipogenic 
adipocytes  

 

Lipid-scavenging 
adipocytes 

  

Stressed lipid-
scavenging 
adipocytes  

 Lipogenic 
adipocytes with HFD  

 

 Lipid-scavenging 
and stressed lipid-
scavenging with HFD 

Bäckdahl 
et al. 15 

Human 
participants - 
Male and 
females of a 
range of 
BMIs and 
insulin 
sensitivity. 

Abdominal SAT 
(Spatial scRNAseq) 

Adipo
LEP

  

Adipo
PLIN 

 

Adipo
SAA 

 

 Adipo
LEP  

with 
increasing BMI     

 

 Adipo
PLIN

and 
AdipoSAA   with 
increasing BMI  

Only Adipo
PLIN 

adipocytes showed a 
transcriptional 
response to short-
term 
hyperinsulinemia.  

Emont et 
al. 12 

Human 
participants - 
male and 
females of a 
range of 
BMIs along 
with male 
and female 
mice. 

Humans: 
Abdominal SAT 
and VAT.  

Mice: Inguinal and 
perigonadal 

(Single cell and 
snRNAseq) 

Seven distinct 
human adipocyte 
subpopulations 
(hAd1-hAd7) were 
identified.  

 

Six distinct murine 
adipocyte 
subpopulations 
were identified 
(mAd1-mAd6).  

In human SAT:  

 hAd4 and hAd7 
with increasing BMI. 

 hAd5 with 
increasing BMI 

 

 hAd7 with the 
presence of T2DM  

 



In murine AT depots: 

 mAd1-mAd3 with 
HFD 

  mAd4-mAd6 with 
HFD. 

Whytock 
et al. 16 

Two female 
participants. 

Abdominal SAT 
(full-length SMART 
single cell and 
snRNAseq) 

Three distinct 
adipocyte 
subpopulations 
were identified. 

N/A 

 280 
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